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Abstract

Introduction

Internet-based social networks are used by nurses with different purposes, including the

creation of working groups and to share and create knowledge.

Purpose

To evaluate the utility of social networks in the dissemination of an online questionnaire and

to measure Spanish RNs’ knowledge about palliative care.

Methods

A descriptive cross-sectional study was carried out. Using social networks we distributed an

online questionnaire with the Spanish version of Palliative Care Quiz for Nurses (PCQN-SV)

throughout August 2015.

Results

A direct relationship between the number of responses and the questionnaire’s apparitions

in each social network was found. Comparing the results obtained by the 446 RNs partici-

pating in this study with those obtained in the study to pilot the PCQN-SV we identify that dif-

ferences found are related to the participants’ features (years of experience and hours of

training in palliative care) and not to the type of questionnaire they answered.

Conclusions

Social networks have shown to be a useful tool for nursing research by its ability, to recruit

participants as well as to collect data, so their role as an instrument of research should be

considered.
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Introduction

When we talk about social networks we refer to a set of Internet-based applications that allows

the connection and simultaneous interaction of different individuals, with some common

interest or objectives, although they are in very distant geographical environments; this con-

nection is established with very little effort of the netizens, these social networks help also to

share information, in the form of written texts or in other formats such as image, audio, video

. . . [1, 2]

These social networks have had a major expansion in recent years, to become channels of

communication with potential scope and impact and a capacity of greater interaction and

dynamism than any other media [3, 4]. Their use has increased among health professionals,

since the possibility of contact with other professionals and develop networks to generate and

disseminate knowledge has been found, among other multiple utilities. These networks serve,

at the same time, as a repository of information, which increases exponentially the possibilities

of teamworking and to track in real time the generated contents, aspects that healthcare profes-

sionals must take into consideration when using them, to achieve greater profitability and dis-

seminate information in the most efficient way possible [5–7].

In fact, in the majority of studies in which they analize the use of networks by healthcare

professionals it is highlighted the interest in analyzing the pace of dissemination of informa-

tion on events such as scientific meetings and the content analysis of the disseminated infor-

mation [8, 9], instead of their use as useful tools in research, and especially in small scale

research [10, 11].

Among social networks with greater frequency of use by both the general population and

healthcare professionals we can find Facebook and Twitter, two platforms with different fea-

tures, having been used previously in different research works in the health sector, in which it

was intended to analyze the diffusion speed of some content, as a mean to disseminate the

information generated in scientific meetings, their helpfulness to create networks or their

opportunities to recruit participants in research, among other aspects [12–14].

Facebook is a social network in which pieces of information and contents are shared with

other users from the profile created by the user (these contents are shared publicly or only

with selected followers); this network also allows the creation of groups/communities of sub-

jects who share certain content [15]. On the other hand, Twitter is a social network for micro-

blogging type, in which users communicate instantly via short messages of up to 280

characters (tweets), whose dissemination speed will depend on the number of followers any

user has and the number of times that a message is shared (retweeted). In this network, the

information is shared with all those who compose it, although you can restrict access to tweets

that an individual publishes [10, 16–18].

It is well known the difficulty of accessing the target population while conducting a research

paper, and the time that sometimes is needed to get to a volume of answers suitable for obtain-

ing results that can be transferred to other populations; hence, the possible use of any of these

networks to recruit participants in a short period of time has already been studied in some

researches and its effectiveness to achieve this objective has been analyzed [19].

From several associations working in the field of palliative care it is postulated that any pro-

fessional nurse should acquire a level of basic knowledge in this area, therefore, this tuition

should be given during their undergraduate training [20–23]. Different studies have analyzed

the situation of nurses’ training in palliative care in many countries and have developed pro-

posals to improve this training, as it is the case of the proposals elaborated by the EAPC,

including the training program European Certificate in Essential Palliative Care (ECEPC),

offered to professionals working in the field of palliative care, specially in hospices, was
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stablished [24, 25] and programs such as End-of-Life Nursing Education Consortium Training

Program ELNEC, developed in the United States and then spread to Europe and Asia [26–28].

However, in Spain, and in spite of the recommendations for the training of nurses in this

area [20, 29], we still offer an heterogeneous training to our university students and not all the

nurses have even this basic formation [30].

This work aims for analyzing the utility as a mean for sharing a questionnaire to determine

the level of knowledge in palliative care among Spanish nurses of the two most used social net-

works in our environment, Facebook and Twitter, taking into account their distinguishable

features, which will determine the diffusion speed of the contents in each of them, and to

define the possibility of using them within a research project which aims to study the level of

knowledge in palliative care of nursing professionals throughout our country.

To evaluate nurses’ knowledge about palliative care, the Spanish version of PCQN has been

chosen. The PCQN is a self-administered questionnaire on basic knowledge for nursing in the

field of palliative care, which includes questions on three aspects of the palliative care: philoso-

phy and principles, psychosocial aspects of palliative care, and pain and other symptoms’ con-

trol; it consists of 20 true/false/don’t know questions, and was originally designed at the

University of Ottawa, translated into different languages and used in several research studies

around the world [31–35]. The Spanish version of the PCQN (PCQN-SV), piloted in a group

of 159 registered nurses who worked in a Spanish hospital, presents appropriate content valid-

ity indexes (CVI-S = 0.83) and internal consistency (KR-20 = 0.72, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.67)

[36, 37]

After the completion of this pilot study, the amendments proposed to this version were

included, and we developed a modified version of the PCQN-SV, the one that has been used in

this study, in order to go on with its validation process.

Our intended purpose is mainly to confirm that the use of online questionnaires and col-

lecting information through the Internet and social networks does not affect the obtained

results, and therefore, that we have a useful and accessible tool that allows us to make profit

and improve nursing research processes.

Purposes

• Assess the use of social networks for the data collection in research studies.

• Determine the level of knowledge in palliative care of the participating nurses.

• Identify differences in the results according to the method used to disseminate the question-

naire (traditional versus social network dissemination)

Material and methods

Design

A descriptive cross-sectional study was designed, and then developed during the month of

August 2015.

Study population and participants’ selection

The study population were Spanish registered nurses, users of social networks who accepted to

participate in the study, since we expected not only to analyze the dissemination of the ques-

tionnaire but also to continue with the validation process of the Spanish version of the PCQN

(PCQN-SV)
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Initially, the link that allowed accessing to the questionnaire was shared on Twitter accom-

panied by a presentation message that included #enfermeria (#nursing) and #paidadospaliati-

vos (#palliativecare) as hashtags, in order to draw the attention of nursing professional users of

that network. In the case of Facebook, the questionnaire was shared from the personal profiles

of researchers on the walls of certain groups related to nursing, composed by nurses who use

that network.

From this initial spreading a snowball sampling was set out, in which the participants them-

selves were responsible for the dissemination and distribution of the questionnaire from their

own profiles in social networks if they considered it appropriate.

Data collection instrument

We designed a data collection instrument by means of Google Formular, which allows its dis-

tribution as a link to the website where it is hosted and, therefore, its dissemination via the

internet, and the possibility to reply to it not only from a computer, but also from any other

electronic device with internet access; with this instrument we collected information about the

study population’s features and also the responses to the Spanish version of the questionnaire

PCQN.

To analyze the diffusion of the questionnaire, the statistics of Facebook and Twitter were

reviewed in order to manually count the number of times that each message was shared in

each social network.

We considered only the first month of questionnaire diffusion using social networks, to

compare these results with those of the study to pilot the PCQN-SV, a study developed during

one month among registered nurses working in a Spanish hospital.

Data analysis strategy

Non-parametric correlation techniques were used to analyze the relationship between the

times that the questionnaire was shared on each social network and the number of question-

naire’s answers.

Also, a descriptive univariate analysis of the results of the questionnaire (percentage of right

and wrong answers for each item and also the overall percentages) and of the variables used to

characterize the study population was performed, as well as descriptive bivariate analysis,

through correlations’ study and test of independence between variables concerning popula-

tion’s features and the results obtained on the questionnaire, using non-parametric test.

Correlations between results obtained in the different subscales and the global question-

naire were also analyzed. In order to identify whether these relationships were due to the par-

ticipants’ features or influenced by the type of study developed, we adjusted these correlations

for the two variables whose differences shown to be statistically significant between both

groups.

Analyses were performed with the statistical software SPSS v.21 and in all cases was estab-

lished as statistically significant a p-value < 0.05.

Following the guidelines of the item response theory, difficulty and discrimination indexes

have also been calculated for each item composing the questionnaire, on the basis of the right

answers obtained for the study population.

Ethical aspects

The process of distribution of the questionnaire allows that only the subjects who want to par-

ticipate will answer or share it, also the form, in its first page before any questions, makes refer-

ence to the objectives of the study and the anonymity and confidentiality of data collected.
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Then it explicitly indicates to the network users that they must agree to participate in order to

access the complete questionnaire, so that, only those who selected the option “yes” when it

was stated “do you accept to answer these questions?”, giving their informed consent, would

participate in the study.

Any google Formular is associated to a gmail account, so to create this type of formular in

order to collect some information an individual should comply the terms of use of gmail and

their related products. The researchers have also complied the terms of use of both social net-

works used in the dissemination of questionnaire.

Results

Spreading pace of questionnaire on social networks

This diffusion was analyzed during the first 30 days, considering the rate of dissemination of

the questionnaire as well as the number of times shared daily in each social network and ana-

lyzing its relationship with the number of answers obtained.

We found a statistically significant relationship between the number of answers and the

number of times that the publication was shared in each social network (rho = 0. 52, p< 0.001

in the case of Facebook and rho = 0. 58, p< 0.001 in the case of Twitter). This relationship is

represented in Fig 1.

Features of study participants

446 Spanish registered nurses working in different environments, mainly in acute tertiary hos-

pitals (45%) and primary care (22.5%) took part in this study.

Table 1 shows the sociodemographic characteristics and aspects relating to the level of

training and experience in palliative care referred by the participants. 39.01% of them indi-

cated having both experience and training in this field, and 18.06% indicated not having any

experience or training.

Nurses’ level of knowledge in palliative care

When calculating the percentage of right and wrong answers to each question comprising the

questionnaire we found a great variability in these figures, being questions 4, 8, 1 and 18 those

Fig 1. Relationship between the number of responses to the questionnaire and its rate of diffusion in social networks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0197377.g001
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with highest percentage of right answers and questions 5, 20, 19 and 17 which obtained greater

percentage of errors.

If we look at our results as a whole, we find a global percentage of right answers of 59.38%

(I.C. 58.13–60.67; SD = 13.52) and a global percentage of wrong answers of 29.57% (I.C.

28.36–30.77; SD = 12.61)

Table 1. Features of studied population (n = 446) and comparison with pilot study (n = 159).

Current study Pilot study p-value

Average±SD Range n(%) Average±SD Range n(%)

Age 38.30± 1.90 21–66 39,51±10,25 21–62 0.21�

Gender 0.43£

Female 355(79.6) 134(84.28)

Male 91(20.4) 25(15.72) 0.14�

Professional experience (years) 14.12±10.85 0–43 13.96±10.79

Academic qualification <0.01£

Basic nursing degree 312(69.9) 136(85.5)

Master degree 108(24.2) 23(14.5)

PhD 11(2.5) 0

Nurse specialist 15(3.4) 0

Experience in PC <0.01£

YES 232(52) 87(54.7)

NO 214(48) 72(45.3)

Experience in PC† (years) 2.21±4.88 0–43 2.84±3.05 0–24 <0.05�

Training in PC† 0.33£

YES 305(68.4) 102(64.2)

NO 141(31.6) 57(35.8)

Training in PC† (Type) 0.45£

University education 103(27.6) 32(31.4)

Ongoing training 141(37.8) 30(29.4)

University + Ongoing 42(11.3)

Postgraduate courses 21(5.6) 6(5.9)

Postgraduate + ongoing training 16(4.3) 5(4.9)

Master degree 13(3.5)

Master+ ongoing training 2(0.5)

Postgraduate+ Master+ongoing tr. 5(1.3)

University +Postgraduate 5(1.3)

University+Postgrad+ Ongoing 9(2.4)

University+ Master degree 2(0.6)

Others 14(3.8) 5(4.9)

Training in PC† (Hours) 101.10±395.99 0–7200 94.86±65.79 0–500 <0.01�

Training in PC† (Hours) <0.01£

< 20 93(30.5) 30(29.4)

20–50 73(23.9) 33(32.4)

50–100 57(18.7) 28(27.5)

> 100 82(26.9) 11(10.8)

† PC. Palliative care

� Mann Whitney test
£ Chi-square test

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0197377.t001
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Table 2 shows the results obtained for each of the three subscales of the questionnaire.

Variables that influence the level of knowledge about palliative care

We found differences in the global results of the questionnaire, always in favor of individuals

with experience or training in the field of palliative care. Participants with experience in pallia-

tive care had a percentage of right answers of 62.65% (C.I. 60.88–64.42; SD = 13.67, while par-

ticipants with training in this area had a percentage of right answers of 60.97% (C.I. 59.46–

62.47; SD = 13.33); although these differences are only statistically significant for the percent-

age of correct answers (p<0.001 for both groups).

The results obtained in each subscale, with differences among participants are shown in

Table 3.

Whether the effect of these two variables is combined, we could see that participants with

experience and training got better results on the questionnaire, with a percentage of right

answers of 59.24% (C.I. 57.49–60.99; SD = 14.02) and a percentage of wrong answers of

29.96% (C.I. 28.34–31.58; SD = 12.99), while participants without experience or training

obtain a 53.72% of right answers (I.C. 67.57–80. 67; SD = 31. 22) and a percentage of wrong

answers of 59.24 (I.C. 51.20–56.23; SD = 13.97), being these differences statistically significant

only for the percentage of right answers (p< 0.01).

Table 2. Results for each subscale of PCQN-SV.

RA † (%) WA ‡ (%)

Average± SD C.I Average± SD C.I

Philosophy and principles 65.30±24.17 62.78–67.60 27.52±23.77 25.28–29.99

Psychosocial aspects 38.94±29.66 36.25–41.70 47.31±27.85 44.77–50

Symptoms’ control 62.28±15.50 60.87–63.71 26.11±13.53 24.87–27.30

† RA: Right answers

‡ WA: Wrong answers

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0197377.t002

Table 3. Results for each subscale of the PCQN-SV according to the experience and training in palliative care of the participants.

RA† (%) p-value§ WA‡ (%) p-value§

Mean±SD Mean±SD

Experience in palliative care YES Philosophy and principles 66.27±24.88 p = 0.35 28.77±23.93 p = 0.22

NO 64.25±23.39 26.17±23.58

YES Psychosocial aspects 43.39±29.66 p < 0.001 46.84±27.91 p = 0.62

NO 34.11±28.97 47.82±27.84

YES Symptoms’ control 65.98±15.75 p < 0.001 25.07±13.96 p = 0.09

NO 58.27±14.20 27.25±12.99

Training in PC YES Philosophy and principles 66.31±24.38 p = 0.16 27.29±24.22 p = 0.61

NO 63.12±23.64 28.01±22.84

YES Psychosocial aspects 39.12±30.09 p = 0.81 47.76±28.41 p = 0.64

NO 38.53±28.81 46.33±26.66

YES Symptoms’ control 64.36±15.21 p < 0.001 25.44±13.23 p = 0.18

NO 57.77±15.21 27.55±14.10

† RA: Right answers

‡ WA: Wrong answers
§ Mann-Whitney test

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0197377.t003
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We did not find statistically significant differences according to other population’s features

such as the area in which they develope their job, although the best results on the questionnaire

were achieved by professionals working in palliative care services, with a 70% of right answers

(C.I. 67.57–80.67; (SD = 31.22), and those working in at-home hospitalization, with a 67.50%

(C.I. 61.33–72.33; (SD = 17.68). On the other hand, the participants working in public health

institutions obtained the higher percentage of errors, 39% (C.I. 24.84–53.16; SD = 11.40) fol-

lowed by those working in nursing homes, with 31.58% (C.I. 27.31%-35.85%; SD = 13)

We also studied the correlation between years of professional experience in the field of palli-

ative care and hours of training in this area and the results obtained by the participants both in

the global questionnaire and in each subscale.

Regarding the years of experience, we found statistically significant relationships with the

percentage of right answers in the whole PCQN (rho = 0.23, p< 0.001), and in the subscales of

psychological aspects (rho = 0.15, p< 0.05) and symptom´s control (rho = 0.23, p< 0.001). In

the case of the hours of training, we only found statistically significant relationships with the

percentage of right answers in the global questionnaire (rho = 0.20, p< 0.001) and in the scale

of symptom’s control (rho = 0.24, p< 0.001).

Correlations between results obtained in the three subscales are shown in Table 4.

Comparison of results with PCQN-SV pilot study

Firstly, we studied differences between both populations, which could explain their outcomes;

in Table 1 we have shown the caracteristics of both populations and its main differences.

Regarding the differences in the results obtained in both studies, we could say that the par-

ticipants in pilot study obtained worse results than the participants in this work; i.e., lower per-

centage of right answers and highest percentage of wrong answers, both in the overall results

whilst for each subscale, as shown in Table 5.

When correlations between numeric variables were adjusted in both groups by the years of

experience and the number of hours of training in palliative care, the results were very similar

as those of non-adjusted correlation. This finding tells us that the characteristics of the

Table 4. Correlation between the results obtained in the different subscales of PCQN-SV.

Philosophy and principles Psychosocial aspects Symptoms’

control

RA† WA ‡ RA† WA ‡ RA† WA ‡

Philosophy and principles RA† rho —

p

WA ‡ rho -0.78 —

p <0.001

Psychosocial aspects RA† rho 0.19 -0.16 —

p <0.001 <0.01

WA ‡ rho -0.14 0.23 -0.70 —

p <0.01 <0.001 <0.001

Symptoms’ control RA† rho 0.18 -0.21 0.14 -0.03 —

p <0.001 0.65 <0.01 0.49

WA ‡ rho -0.14 0.21 -0.11 0.19 -0.59 —

p <0.01 <0.001 <0.05 <0.001 <0.001

† RA: Right answers

‡ WA: Wrong answers

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0197377.t004
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participants and not the difference in the methodology of the study, are those which justify the

different results obtained in each group, and that there are no differences related to the meth-

odology used for the dissemination of the questionnaire and data collection.

Analysis of reliability and difficulty of PCQN-SV

When we study the reliability of the PCQN-SV after its use in this population we find a KR-20

of 0.74 and a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.69.

These indexes are slightly superior to those obtained in the pilot study (KR-20 0.72, Cron-

bach’s alpha 0.67), as was expected, since modifications in the questionnaire have been made

after its completion with the intention of improving its reliability, although we see that they

are quite stable, which is also determined by the fact that both studies have been developed in

populations with similar characteristics.

When we study the percentage of right and wrong answers for each one of the questions

that compose the questionnaire, we can appreciate that there are 7 items with a percentage of

right answers under 50% and 10 items with over 25% of wrong answers.

The average difficulty index of the questionnaire is 0.59. Three items have a difficulty index

over 0.60 (3,9,12) and five items even over 0.80 (1,4,8,15,18), which let us classify them as easy

or very easy; and five others (6, 14, 16, 17, 19) can be considered as difficult or very difficult,

with difficulty indexes between 0.20 and 0.45.

According to their discrimination indexes, we can define eight items as very good ones

(with discrimination indexes higher than 0.40), five items (with indexes between 0.3 and 0.39)

as good, four items as fair (indexes between 0.2 and 0.29) and three as bad (with lower or nega-

tive discrimination indexes)

Discussion

In this study, we have found that the use of social networks in research allows us to reach a sig-

nificant number of participants in a short period of time, if we compare it with the usual

recruitment method. In this sense, we can compare the number of questionnaires obtained

during 30 days with this system, 446 questionnaires against 159 obtained in the pilot of the

Spanish version of the PCQN, in which it was distributed among professionals in a single hos-

pital, through the usual procedure of hand-to-hand delivering in the different units [37].

Table 5. Differences of results in PCQN-SV between current study and pilot study.

RA† (%) p-value§ WA‡ (%) p-value§

Mean±SD Mean±SD

Global PCQN Current study 59.38±13.52 p < 0.001 29.57±12.61 p < 0.01

Pilot study 54.02±13.38 33.36±12.04

Philosophy and principles Current study 65.30±24.17 p < 0.001 27.52±23.77 p < 0.001

Pilot study 55.82±24.71 36.32±23.82

Psychosocial aspects Current study 38.94±29.67 p = 0.45 47.31±27.85 p = 0.09

Pilot study 31.45±28.13 54.93±27.08

Symptoms’ control Current study 58.73±16.68 p < 0.05 26.11±13.53 p = 0.58

Pilot study 62.28±15.50 27.43±15.35

† RA: Right answers

‡ WA: Wrong answers
§ Mann-Whitney test

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0197377.t005
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It is important to note that these 446 questionnaires collected in 30 days have been obtained

from nurses all around the Spanish territory, something that hardly could be made through

the usual procedure, without getting in contact and collaborating with researchers from

different health services that become responsible for the distribution and collection of

questionnaires.

Many works that intend to guide health professionals in the management of social networks

from a professional point of view and not only on a personal one are appearing continuously,

some of them even referring to their potential uses in research studies [38, 39].

A review [10] published in 2015 analyses 31 research projects in the field of health sciences

in which Twitter was used. It indicates that both data collection and analysis used to be a long

and expensive process, and that the use of this platform for these processes could make them

more economical and less laborious. We have also verify it with our work, since the possibility

of distributing the data collection instrument through social networks has allowed us to reach

a greater number of subjects than in the pilot study. This capability to reach to a higher num-

ber of participants is also shown in two studies [19, 40] which talk about the utility of the social

network Facebook to get larger numbers of participants for their studies rather than the con-

ventional methods of recruitment, during similar time periods. Moreover, this way of recruit-

ment is more economical, something that we could also assess, since it was not necessary to

invest any money neither for the questionnaire dissemination nor for data collection in the

current work.

Thus, social networks would be a very useful tool when it comes to developing a snowball

sampling, since we are moving into a niche of population with the characteristics we are look-

ing for, and the participants in the study themselves are who continue with the broadcast,

making it possible to get every time a greater number of participants, with similar characteris-

tics, to increase the sample size up to the required.

If we compare this system of dissemination of questionnaires and collection of information

with the habitual one based on delivering questionnaires on physical support and subsequent

manual introduction of the collected data to a traditional database, we can see that it offers

advantages in terms of time reduction, something that will expedite the following phases of the

research process.

However, we must bear in mind that with this mode of questionnaires’ distribution we are

reaching only a small percentage of the whole nurses’ population, in this case those who have a

presence in the analyzed social networks. It is also possible that those interested in the issue of

palliative care show more interest in participating in our study, since the hashtag #palliative-

care (#cuidadospaliativos) appeared in the tweet containing our questionnaire. Even so, in the

studied subjects we have not found a greater percentage of subjects with experience in pallia-

tive care, although they related more training in this area.

Obviously, this dissemination with the help of social networks can make us lose control

over the process, since we cannot ensure that people who answer the questionnaire are really

registered nurses (something perhaps easier when distributing it in the health center’s physical

space). So we try to control the process, including hashtags in the message that accompanied

the questionnaire in Twitter, and also posting messages in Facebook groups’ walls whose

theme was related to nursing.

When studying the relation between the number of publications of the questionnaire in

each of the social networks and the number of responses, we observe that it seems to be a little

greater influence of Twitter, since the number of interactions on this social network has been

higher, and also the value of Pearson’s correlation coefficient is slightly greater. Nevertheless,

we shouldn’t forget that the characteristics of both networks would also have influence on the
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messages’ rate of dissemination, and the time of permanence of the messages in each one of

them.

Only three questionnaires have been discarded at the moment of the statistical analysis,

those whose respondents indicated not to be Spanish, variable that was included in the ques-

tionnaire to be sure to include only Spanish nurses, because we wanted to validate the version

in Spanish for our country and we thought that some concept could be interpreted somewhat

differently by professionals from other Spanish-speaking countries.

We designed the online form so that all of its questions were of mandatory response. It was

done in order to try to reduce to the maximum the questionnaires to be eliminated due to

“deficiencies” when they were answered, as it came up with some questionnaires delivered on

paper in the pilot study, eliminated because participants did not answer all the questions of the

PCQN-SV.

The overall results of this study, with a percentage of correct answers in PCQN slightly infe-

rior to 60%, are better than those obtained in pilot study to validate the Spanish version of the

PCQN, in a study performed in Florida with nurses working in pediatric area [41] and in the

validation study of the French version of the PCQN [33]. On the other hand, our results in the

overall PCQN are worse than those obtained in other studies, with results superior to 60% of

correct answers, in which participating nurses developed their professional activity in different

work environments and in different countries such as Korea, Canada, Australia, Ireland and

the USA [42–48].

PCQN has also been used to evaluate nurses’ level of knowledge in palliative care and in

countries where it has very little development. In a study carried out in four hospitals in Addis

Ababa [49], they found that only 30% of the participants had a good level of knowledge in the

field of palliative care. In Saudi Arabia, in a study conducted in a specialized palliative care hos-

pital, participants obtained a percentage of right answers of 45,30% in PCQN [31], and in Jor-

dan, nurses working in five hospitals got 41.5% of right answers in the questionnaire [50];

although in these last two studies, their authors also considered a limitation the fact of having

used the English version of the PCQN and not a version in Arabic, which would have avoided

difficulties of understanding among participants.

If we consider the results obtained by participants in the current study according to their

levels of experience and training palliative care, we find that both participants with experience

and with training in palliative care got better results on the questionnaire. These results are

similar to studies in which professionals with previous training or participating in training

programs in the field of palliative care [31, 44, 45, 48], and also those who work in environ-

ments such as long-stay centres, nursing homes, oncology units and services of palliative care

[42, 43, 46, 47] obtained the best results. Furthermore, in the studies developed in Ethiopia,

Jordan, and Saudi Arabia the lack of training in palliative care is considered as one of the main

factors that would explain the deficit of knowledge of nurses in this area [31, 49].

In this work, the highest percentage of right answers was achieved in the scale “philosophy

and principles of palliative care”, while the subscale “psychosocial aspects” obtained the worst

percentage of right answers. In the PCQN-SV pilot study [37] we found, like Brazil [43], that

the greater percentage of right answers was obtained in the subscale “symptoms’ control”.

Results of both studies were, nevertheless, lower than those obtained in the actual study, in

which the participants have obtained higher percentages of right answers in the three subes-

cales. Al Qadire [50] analyzed also the results for each of the subscales, finding that it was the

scale of “symptoms’ control” the one in which the participants obtained the best results, while

the scale of psychosocial aspects obtained the best results in the studies performed by Raudonis

and Ronaldson, among nurses who worked in nursing homes [47, 51].
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We have found differences between the results of participants in current study and those

from the pilot study performed to validate the PCQN-SV. Participants in this study obtained

higher percentages of right answers, which could be explained by the fact that the participants

in this study have more training hours in the field of palliative care, and it is also a more recent

formation. Nevertheless, these differences are not statistically significant in the subscale psy-

chosocial aspects of palliative care, an aspect that should be introduced in training programs,

nowadays excessively focused on aspects as the control of symptoms.

The Spanish version of PCQN has shown adequate levels of internal consistency, in the

populations in which has been studied, although in this actual work, and after the changes

made after the validation study, we found slightly higher values of the Cronbach’s alpha, and

the coefficient KR-20, as we expected.

In the difficulty study, we obtained values very similar to those of the pilot study, with 30%

of the items considered as easy or very easy and another quarter considered as difficult or very

difficult; in this way, we could say that it is a fairly balanced questionnaire regarding its level of

difficulty, and that these features remain when it is used in a population that is slightly different

from the one used for the pilot study.

If we also analyze the discrimination indexes we can say we have a questionnaire that is use-

ful to study the level of knowledge in the field of palliative care among Spanish nurses, because

more than a half of the questionnaire items are answered correctly by people with higher level

of knowledge and there are a few items that should be reformulated.

PCQN-SV allows us to analyze the results of each item individually and, therefore, identify

those questions in which the studied population obtained worse results, lower percentage of

correct answers or greater percentage of wrong answers, and thus to adjust the content of

training programs in palliative care according to the lacks in knowledge shown by this popula-

tion, on the basis of those wrong ideas /deficits shown by participants.

The differences found in the study of the internal consistency and difficulty of the question-

naire could be due to both the modifications made to the questionnaire after their piloting and

elaboration of the final version used in this and subsequent works and the characteristics of

the population participating in this study, with a more recent formation and more hours of

training in the field of palliative care.

Limitations and strengths

This study presents a series of limitations related to the methodology used for the dissemina-

tion of the questionnaire.

The fact of having a questionnaire disseminated through social networks means that any

participant must have an active account in any of the two networks, during the period of the

work, so the representativeness of the sample is reduced and it makes it difficult to extrapolate

the results to the population of Spanish nursing professionals.

Another limitation, related to our poor management of these networks, may have generated

distortion in the analysis of the questionnaire dissemination, since it was only performed a

manual count of the number of times that the message was shared in each network, without

using any software as one of those used, for example in Twitter, to measure the number of

impressions generated by a tweet (and not only the number of times it was shared)

Even so, we consider that these limitations do not affect our objectives, since at no time we

have tried to establish the level of knowledge in palliative care of all Spanish nursing profes-

sionals, but only among the participants in this study, since our main intention has been

the validation of both the questionnaire and the methodology used to disseminate the

questionnaire.
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On the other hand, the fact of not having calculated the number of impressions generated

for example by each tweet may have underestimated the role of the networks in the dissemina-

tion of the questionnaire, and in any case, may have negatively affected our analysis of this dis-

semination, which would have been considered more extensive if the analysis of the

impressions generated by each tweet had been added.

The strengths of the study are also determined by the methodology used for instrument’s

distribution and participants’ selection. We have seen how by using social networks, we have

managed to bring together nursing professionals from different work environments and from

very dispersed geographical locations in a short period of time, in comparison with the tradi-

tional way of collecting data.

The use of social networks and online forms to collect information allows us to reduce time

and other resources usually devoted to the phases of participant selection, data collection and

coding and, therefore, to accelerate the research process and reduce costs.

Conclusions

Social networks have shown to be a useful tool for research in nursing for its ability to develop

networks and disseminate information at high speed and in real time, so it they can also be

used as a tool to disseminate instruments of data collection among a given population, also

identifiable through these networks.

The results obtained in this study show the usefulness of the Spanish version of the PCQN

as an instrument to measure knowledge of nurses in palliative care, and also that Spanish nurs-

ing professionals have a limited level of knowledge in the field of palliative care, which would

improve through the development of specific training programs in this area.

Social networks have proven to be a useful tool when disseminating data collection instru-

ments and recruiting participants in a research study, improving data collection times and

allowing access to a greater number of possible subjects of study. This methods do not affect

significantly the results of a study, since similar results to other works, in which the traditional

methodology of dissemination of data collection instruments has been used, are obtained.
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